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Introductiot, 'J 

1. The neverrth spécial  session of the ûontirai   Assembly was neld in « 

September 197'; for the nurpoue of <jxa.np,n\.r£; t^e pclitinai and other 

implications of the ¡•¡tate or* vor M .level cprtent and international 

economic   -P-C; ".ration,   expanding ihe dimensions &rd concept'., oí" world 

economic and developmental  co-operation and giving the froal of develop- 

ment it«? rightful  place lr<   che Unitoci Nal ieri? syttem and on the 

internations,    stage. 

2. In its deliberations at that  session,  the General Assembly 

endeavoured to  focus on important issues en which practical agreements 

were possible.    Among the broad topics identified for discussion was 

the subject of industrialization,  and the General Assembly unequivocably 

endorsed the call  for change that ha<i been made in March 1973 when the 

Second General  Conference of 'JîiïïX), meeting in P^ru,   issued its Lima 

Declaration and Plan of Action-    The document,  which rets all the main 

principles of industrialization aud defines the moans by which the 

international community ay a whole might take broad action to establish 

a new international economic order, constituted the basis of the 

discussion on industrialization.    In its resolution   \>62 (i>-VIl)t  the 

General Assi .ibiy request ed al.1  Gcvei jnents to take ina- /idually and/or 

collectively tho necessary measures and decisions remiired to implement 

effectively their undertakings in terms of the lima Declaration and Plan 

of Action.     In particular it rcue/rted that: 

"A   icint study should bt undertaken by all  Governments under the 
auspices of the ilnited /lati on:? Industrial Development Organization, 
in consultation wit)   the Secretary-General  of tho United Nations 
Conference on Trade and Development, making full  use of the know- 
ledge,   experience and canacity existing in the United Kations 
system of methods and mechanisms for diversified financial and 
technical  co-operation which are geared to the special and changing 
requirements of international industrial   co-operation,  as well as 
of a general  set of guidelines for bilateral industrial co-operation. 
A progress report on this study should be submitted to the General 
Assembly at  its thirty-first session." 

> 
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<•      It i« thus felt that the task incumbent upon the Executive lUroctor 

Kould be gre .tly facilitated were th-, viewo of «nii.ent  .>ersonalitieG to 

be'sought at an early juncture and opinions exchanged on those issues 

moot pertinent to international   industrial co-operation.     On the basis 

of this exploration of ideas,  a provena rinort could be submitted to 

the thirty-first session of the General Assembly which could then 

elaborate, if necessary, upon the issues Governments would deal with in 

the final study.    It is estimated that the study itself could be completed 
within two yoars. 

4.    ïtoe meeting of eminent personalities now being convened constitute 

the first important exchange of opinion described above,  and an attempt 

has been made to identify some of the issues which, it ie felt, should be 

fooal points of the joint study.    Hie co-operation of the IJNCE4D secretariat 

is also sought, in accordance with the above mentioned resolution so that 

an account of the resolutions and decisions that have been adopted recently 

under the auspices of this organisation, notably the Nairobi Conferenoe, on 

queotions related to international industrial co-operation, oould be made 

available to participants of the meeting.    Ine note contributed by «CIAD 

will be circulated as soon as it is available. 

1 *    O-*0*»! economio interdependence and industrial tsatj on 

5.      Considerable structural changes have <aken place in the developed 

countries during the last three decades ¿ue to an unprecedented long-term 

rate of economic growth.    This has been achieved in particular through a 

rapid growth of industry and,  especially in countries in which availabilities 

of manpower are limited,  through an extremely fast expansion of trade in 

manufactured products which indicates a deep and continuing trend towards 

npecialisation and interdependence among national economies.    This led to a 

Bteadily expanding consumption of natural resources and,   in many countries, 

to a rapidly rrowing dependence on imports of raw materialn,  especially 

fuels and minerals,  from developing countries. 

6.      At the same time, many countries in the Third World achieved political 

independence and sovereignty over their territories and their national 

resources,  so that they became able to take part in the nhaping of world 

decisions.    In view of the vital imoortanco for developing countries of 

solvine economic problem* resulting from rapidly rrowinr populations and 

ow levels of income per capita,  these countries were lod to define strategie* 

for their economic development and to propose new form* of co-operation with 

I 
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developed countries.    Thus,   Resolutions    >01  (H-VT) and   y\0? (ñ-Vl) on 

the establinhmen    of a new international economic order,   adopted by the 

General Assembly at  it,-: sixth  sne«;ial session,   stresses in particular the 

reality of interdependence of all  the irembera of the world  community and 

the necessary co-operation between nations on the basin of sovereign 

equality and the removal of the disequilibrium that exists between them. 

To this effect, considerable inportar.ee should be Riven to industrialization, 

and Resolution    30? ÍS-VI),     in its Chantar III,  states that all  efforts 

should be made by the international  community to take measures to encourage the 

industrialisation of the developing countries.    The role of industriali sat i on 

was further emphasized by the Lima Conference which determined that "the 

establishment of a new and just international economic order,  based on the 

co.OTon interests and co-operation of all states,  can only be achieved through 

the eeniitable participation of the developing countries in the production 

and exchange of goods and servicer,'»--and stressed the role of industry as a 

dynamic instrument of growth  essential to rapid economic and social development.«** 

This implies a close interrelationship with all Bectors of the economy,  since 

the industrialization process cannot  proceed effectively without growth in 

such fields as agriculture,   transfert,  education,   housing,   health and general 

administration.    Industrialization on the other hand will also constitute a 

major instrument in providing,  directly and indirectly,   employment to the 

growing urban ana rural populations.    At the same time,  the; recurrent food 

problems in many developing countries can be solved only,   in the long run, 

through increased agricultural production with the help of improved production 

techniques,   including essential industrial inputs (such as fertilizers and 

pesticides,  tools and equipment)  as well as improved infrastructure (transport, 

irrigation,   storage facilities) and better facilities for industrial 

processing and distribution of agricultural  products.    The development of 

infrastructures, as well as the satisfaction of the basir  needs of the 

populations  for consumption also   rci-,t:- to r.'ipid  industrialisation. 

7. It is certainly of considerable importance to determine the main avenues 

of co-operation for the achievement of the long-term target fixed by the Lima 

Declaration and Plan of Action,  which specifies that at   least r?5 per cent of t 

vorLd industrial production should originate in developing countries by the 

year 2000 as against lmc than 7  per cent currently.    Thin co-operation,  as 

1/    . Lima Declaration and Plan of Action,   paragraph ?0. 

2/      Lima Declaration,  paragraph ?'', 

\ 
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outlined above,   should take fully into account the fact that, while 

developed countries aro on the whole   irgc net Importers of many important 

basic materials,   including energy,   orno and metals,  timber and its products, 

agricultural commodities, and at   the name timo temi to have a considerable 

need fo-.  immigrant workers, "the situation in basically different in 

developing count ri OR taken togothur,  which benefit  from ample supnlioB of 

mineral resources and agricultural   raw material!?, as well as large reserves 

of labour;    but  dovei oping count rien arc generally rhort of capital resources 

and,  even more important, know-how niiil technology which aro in ample nupply 

in most developed countries, 

IT.     Reshaping the world industrial   at rue ture 

8.      Oovernmentn in developed count ri OP are certainly willing to pursue 

polioiea permitting high rates of economic growth similar to those achieved 

during ihe last  two decadon art soon as the difficulties resulting from 

inflationary pressures and other ptructural ur shorter term problems, which 

were apparent in recent years,  can bo resolved.    These prospects would 

indicate that more and more elaborate and sophisticated products would have 

to be produced in rapidly growing quantifier as well as high quality diver- 

sified services,   so that tensions OTJ the labour market and a continuing need 

for specialization would continue to bo a major feature of industrial 

expansion in many developod countries, including Japan and most European 

countries.    Possible changos in the orientation of the economic growth, 

implying more emphasis on the quality of life and of the physioal environment 

and more time devoted to cultural and nocial activities, may tend to make it 

even more imperative than in the past to Relect in each country the most 

appropriate lines of industrial  production and to attach a growing attention to 

the looation of industrial facilities, especially in densely populated regions 

and in areas such as those along the coasts for which competition among 

eoonoraic sectors is particularly acute for the occupation of land.    Thus, 

in spite of the evolution experienced in the last two or three years, it 

may appear natural,  if not necessary, to envisage in the long run a broad 

movement towards transferring progr *ssivel% to developing countries those 

industrial activities,  especially the production of intermediate materials 

and current consumer goods, for which the economic conditions in developing 

countries are already or potentially better. 
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9.     Although the rapid rato of industrial  growth in developing countries 

called for by the Lima target  inmlies a conriderable di verni fi cation of 

the industrial ütructuro in these countries e.nd in particular a fast expansion 

of metal using and chemical   industrien,  wrile other induntrial sectors,   mich 

as textiles,  ¡nay grow more slowly,  it would  reem 'however,  that,  due to the 

substantial benefits which can be obtained through economies of scale and 

specialisation,   the industrialisation effort  of ther.o countries would be made 

easier if developed countries r.oujfí,   as described above, adopt and promote 

policieE "which would  encourage their industri er wh< eh are  ler.r. competitive 

internationally to movo  nrogrenpively into more vi ab In linen  of production 
1 / or into other sector;: of the economy"--    for tho common benefit of both 

developed and developing countries.     It would  seem that developing countries 

have,  in many canon,  a comparativi: n.dvanlago in ir/iurtrien processing 

indigenous raw materials,   either of agricultura1   or mineral  origin.    Thus 

the Lima "Deci arati or/and  Plan of Action calls upon developed countries to 

consider "their policier, with respect to processed  and semi-processed forms 

of raw materiale,  taking full  account of the interests of the developing 

countries in increasing their capacitinn and industrial potentials for 

processing raw materials which they exnort, "-^ and to adopt  "trade measure« 

designed to ensure increased  export3 of manufactured and semi-manufactured 

products including processed agri cui tura1 nroducts  from the developing to 

the developed c untrier,."- 

10. It may well appvar however that a ma.ior difficulty for entrepreneurs in 

developed countries having the will and possibility to transfer industrial 

facilities to developing countries would he the ability of these countries 

to set up the corresponding institutions especially an regards managerial 

and technical personnel.    In this connexion,   it would see-n particularly 

urgent and important,  both for developed and developing countries,  to deal 

with the problems associated with the establishment in developing countries 

of the scientific and technological infrastructures required for industrial 

expansion.    This question is considered in greater detail in Section IV. 

11. In any event, the industrial expansion envisaged by the Lima Declaration 

and Plan of Action will make it imperative for developing countries to promote 

very actively their co-operation among themselves.    Even if trade in manu- 

factures with developed countries grown at a sustained high  rate,   the 

1/     Lima Declaration and Plan of /Votier,,  paragraph 50(c). 

2/     Lima Declaration and Plan of Action,   paragraph 59(b)  and (d) 
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nscsssary application of compiementarlty and specialization principia» will 

require a vigorous expansion of trade and industrial co-c parati on among 

develpping countries themselves.   Thus, the Declaration emphasises "that 

developing countries should placo a premium on self-reliance in their 

development effort fcr the realization of their full  potential in terms of 

both human and natural resources and,   to that end,  adopt meaningful and 

oonoerted polioies and pursue action directed towards greater technical and 

economic co-operation among themselves."-     To this effect, the Plan of Action 

oalls upon the developing countries to increase their co-operation at the 

sub-regional, regional and inter-regional levolt» through a broad range of 

actions, in particular in the fields of trade, technology, economic and 

industrial co-operation,  financial co-operation, technical co-operation, and 

maritime transport.-'   Oro possible courso of action might bo trade arrange- 

ments among the developing countries to mutually offer their markets for 

selected manufactured products which meet international  standards of earlier 

years free from unnecennary sophistication.    It wou H  reem that such 

arrangements would not be detrimental  to the welfare of the manses of those 

countries wheroac on the contrary it  would givo impetus to, and broaden the 

basis for, their emerging industrien.    They could alno be noon as a decinive 

step towards alleviating the financial  burden nUced on the developing 

countries in the field of technology acquisitici! as well an a reasonable 

approach to tho technology digestive problem,    this approach might make it 

easier for these countries to concentrate their meagre resources on using more 

sophisticated technirruon for developing the production of manufactures which 

can be exported to developed countries. 

1?.    Solving the complex problems rained by industrial  restructuring rehires 

broad understanding of the interests involved 30 that co-operation between 

developed and developing countrios can be established on sound foundations. 

Por instance, while developed countries may be faced with temporary problems 

connected with possible unemployment difficulties in industries for which they 

are less competitive,  developing countries may tend to adopt excessive 

substitution polioies,  detrimental to their long-term development,  if they 

cannot increase an fully as desirable productionn for which thoy can enjoy a 

I 

1/     Lima Declaration and Plan of Action,  paragraph A'). 

2/     Mma Declaration and Plan of Action, paragraph 60. 
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competitive advantage.    Thr   ,¡cinJ   r.twd;   co;,],J  -orni-tcr 1h(i  bust ways of 

achieving t'-eno '¡ndoa-T.rr: arri  urani ne : nW oo-r pi ralion bo+ween developed 

and devoloirir o,,.n1 rir- cou',,   ^oiìiu .   LV.  in.,lomf.-.itati.oi, of the 

corresponding policy ni- ar;uro.-:  ir  J : oir .;onnt n ini croci. 

V.     It would appear thai  i onr-^rrn co-o-n-aniori in the industrial sector 

would have to be reinforced and  dovetail od \,y co-operation and concertation 

in other economic sectors nuch ae -vricui tare,   energy and raw materials, 

infra-structure development and trade.    Tt might be considered useful in 

this connexion to consider tie progressive elaboration of Ions-term national 

or regional economic »rejection« which could facilitate international exchanges 

of information on long-term economic plans,   prolamines and policies especially 

in the field of industrial development.    Such exchanges of information would 

provide Government* of developed as well ar, developing countries with an 

opportunity to adjust and harmonize their economic programmes and facilitate 

the necessary concertation to achieve long-term targets envisaged at a global 

level,  such an the industrialization target determinen by the Lima Conference. 

14.     It might alno he useful  to analyse further,   in the context of the joint 

study,  recent  changes and future trendn in industrial structure,  the 

comparative advantages of various industries in connexion with their location, 

and examine, at the national and international  lévele, prevailing policies 

regarding major ibstaclea to structural adjustments. 

III.    Financial, co-operation 

15. The fast industrial growth implied by the Lima target and the corresponding 

associated growth necessary in other economic sectors, indicate that invest- 

ment representing well above M per cent of cross domestic product of 

developing countries are likely to be necessary as against investment of less 

than 15 oar cent of gross domestic product at present.    The increase required 

ia clearly beyond the present  capacity of developing countries and substantially 

larger financial   flown will be necessary to achieve the T.ima target. 

16. It is difficult to isolate the problems of financing industrial 

development from tho more general  problems arising from the financing of 

the whole economic development.    Th« bestión of the level  of official develop- 

ment assistance  from developed  countries ir hein;: considered in various 

international  fora.    Officia:   development astiatane, however, "is not likely 
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to be focusod mainLy on financing industriali nation.    Such assistance is 

tradi lionaJ ly earmarked to a largo extent for the dovei opment of economic and 

social infrastructure ar well an for rural   development  and the improvement of 

agricultural production,  which will  have to increase much faster than in the 

past.    FVen when official  bilateral a.-.nistance will roach levels well above 

those obtaining in recont years,  as agreed at the «seventh special session of 

the General Assembly, when developed countries confirmed "their continued 

commitment in respect of the targete; relating to the transfer of resources, 

in particular the official  development assistance of 0.7 per cent of groBS 

national product,"-'it would seem that private investment will remain an 

important or even crucial element in covering the investment needs of 

developing countries, especially in the industrial sector.   The question of 

rescheduling of debt servicing appears alf?o particularly important in the 

context of industrial development-^ an well an the provision for addii i o nal 

financial resources for development in the contort of international monetary 
reform.-*'    Although certain industrial projects may benefit substantially 

from offioial assistance,  it would appear extremely appropriate to consider 

systematically the possibilities for diversified financial co-operation and 

in particular to determine to what extent appropriate incentives could be 

envisaged as a means of rmbstantial!y increaning the  flow of financial 

resources available to developing countries through various channelB, 

including privato onternrison. 

1?.    In this connexion,  it is necessary to keep in mind the provisions of the 

Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States,  in particular articles 1 and 2 

of chanter IT, as well an the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action, especially 
naragraph 59,  items (g) and (h), which deftl with the role of foreign enter- 

prises, including transnational corporations,  in promoting industrial production 

in developing countries.    On the   one    hand developing countries would be 

interested in prenorving their right? to ensure that foreign enterprises would 

operate within the framework of their development plans and programmes and in 

accordance with their laws and regulations?,   so that activities of these enterprise* 

would be fully compatible with the social and economic objectives of the host 

countries,  and that there onterprires fully observe the contracts under which they 

are    operating no that the developing countries concerned would hav9 assurances 

1/      Resolution   ^6? (S-VII)  of the Oeneral Assembly,  Section ITT,  para.  ?.. 

2/     Lima Declaration and Plan of Action,  paragraph 61(g). 

\J     Lima Declaration and Plan of Action,   paragraph 6l(i). 
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against miefunctions on the part of foreign enterpriser    On the other hand, 

some kind of guarantees regarding investment and profits and assurance* against 

noncommercial risks might be instrumental i„ furthering the participation of 

foreign enterprises in the industrialization proceri    Similarly, the gestion 

of national,  and possibly international,  arbitration mechanisms might be studied 

and solved through international   co-operation.    Por instance,  while it has been 

established by the Charter that ti e legal aapectn of nationalists should be     • 

settled in accordance with the  law. of the host country,  it mlffht appear useful 

to investiate the preci», nature and the desi^ of mechanisms and institutions 
permitting to minimize difference* in solving such local problems. 

13.    While enterprises both in developed and developing countries are primarily 

concerned by many aspect* of industrial co-operation connected with investment, 

especially in rer.pect of transfer of know-how and techno]ogy,  arrangements for 

production (for instance  joint ventures,  sub-contracting,   licensing, management 

arrangements),  marketing agreement*,  it appears that Governments have generally 

the possibility to provide orientation and encouragement to enterprises through 

vari our, formr, of regulatiopr, and incentivar,.     i„ ,ievoi.oring countries,  Government 

can be active,   inter alia,   in the area, of tra* e regulations,   insurances against 

commercial and non-commercial rir'-3,  ad pint neri   measurer,   information on tech- 

nology, and information on investment opportunities ir. the Third World.     In 

developing ccur.trios ar well,   ';cverr.monts may no-   on'- determine renerai 

induntrial  policios but  alno   fix ihr: conriitionr:  for the.  operations of national 
as woll an foreign enterpriser on their territory. 

19.    The Lima Declaration and Plan of Action revest« the Governments of 

developed countries to encourage their enterprises to participate in inveetment 

projects in developing countries,  „ho so desire,  and to co-operate with 

Governments of developing countries in this connexion.    It would thus seem 

extremely useful,  in the context cf the joint study, to explore the poesibilitiee 

of inter-Governmental arrangements which might  serve as a framework within 

which enterprise* in both developed and developing countries would co-operate. 

Such arrangements coulri spell  out the general condition, regulating industrial 

co-operation arrangements and contract.,  including those entered into by 

enterprises of the covarle* concerned,  taking full account of the assurances 

which  should be given to all  the  parties involved  in agreement  with the 

Charter of Economic Right, and  Duties of ;Haton and the »rovinio«: of the 

Lima Decimation and Man of ^ion.    1-he experience ^air.ed in induntrial 
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co-operation between market economy countries and centrally planned countrie» 

might be a useful reference in this context, as well an ether bilateral and 

multilateral arrangements which already exist. 

20.    Such inter-Governmental arrangementn might alsot aa appropriate,  refer 

to the elaboration of long-term perspectives and to exchanges of information 

on programmes and policies, as envisaged in section II of this note, which 

might help create a better climate for the participation of foreign enter- 

prises in the industrialization of developing countries.    It may also be 

mentioned that those arrangements might deal with the personal status of 

oitizeno of developed countries working in the Third World as well as with 

the personal status of workers from the Third World who have emigrated to 

developed countries. 

IV.    Toehnical oo-operation 

21.    The i.ima Declaration and Plan of Action provider that developing countries 

should lay emphasis,  inter alia,  on Ue formulation of long-term and clearly 

defined industrialization pTanr. and rvt rateai or.,   tv.e promotion of an integrated 

industrialisation procenn,  the ontablirhmnnt of barde induntries that constitute 

an indinpensahie foundation,  the eptablinhmont  of mechan!nal engineering, 

eleetrical   and chemical industrie«,  the creation of manufacturing and 

processing industrien to satisfy tho needs of the population for consumer goods, 

the development of local production for the purpose of replacing imports and 

increasing exports.-' 

72.   To achieve industrialization on such a broad front,  it will obviously be 

extremely important for developing countries to stimulate the procesa of 

applied and scientific research, technological adaptation and innovation, 

Industrial information and standardization;    and to elaborate policies and 

programmes of research and development adapted to the individual reo^iiremsnts 

of developing countries as well as national plans concerning science and 

technology.-/    It would seem, however, that for the period of transition 

during which the technological base is reinforced in developing countries, the 

question of gathering information on existing technologies, choosing among the 

alternative processes available, and progressively adjusting them, will be of 

cruoial importance. 

1/     Lis» Declaration and Plan of Action, paragraph 53. 
ll     Lima Declaration and Plan of Action, paragraph 58(1) and (m). 
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23.    Among the topics which could be conducive to active co-operation between 

developed and developing countries,   it ma?  be useful to mention in particular 

the identification of means for tue dissemination of industrial and techno- Ì 

logical information (including the possible establishment of an information 

bank),    the review of international patenti and trade marke, the formulation 

of an international code of conduct  for the transfer of technology, the moans 

of assuring that a growing «hare of the world's research expenditure be 

directed to the development of technologies of direct benefit to the Third 
Werl A .y 

24.    At the same time,  developing countries may wish to examine the means of 

elaboratili* co-operative arrangements among themselves,  for instance through 

technical intelligence mechanisms, with a view to sharing experience on 

technology,   legislative economic machinery,  technical and managerial skills. 

Exchange of information among developing countries may also be extremely 

useful in the field of nrices and terms applying in transactions relating to 

the transfer of technology and equipment.    Similarly,  sharing experience in 

dealing with large foreign companies,   including transnational corporations, 

night be conducive to harmonizing and co-ordinating policies.& 

?5-    In the context of the establishment of a rev; economic order,  and in view 

of the importance of private enterpriser, in the transfer of know-how, 

Governments may wi :h to review the traditional  forms of technical assistance 

programmes.     It may aproar that  new forms cf technical  assistance might be 

provided,  as envisaged in nangranh «?( f) of the Lima Declaration and Plan of 

Action,  for instance through the increased use and  involvement of existing 

national institutions,  the sponsoring of more business contacts,  the greater 

involvement of private enterprises in technical assistance projects,  and the 

increased participation of nationals at the community level.    At the same time, 

it may be advisable to consider development assistance in its entirety, 

combining technical assistance with investment and financial assistance. 

26.    Governments may also wish to review the training provisions contained in 

present technical assistance programmes.    As pointed out in the Lima Declaration 

and Plan of Action, to carry out their industrialization plans, the developing 

countries should aim at having available a qualified work force not only for f 

1/     Lima Declaration and Plan of Actior,  paragraph 61( j) to (m) and (p). 

2/     Lima Declaration and Plan of Action,  paragraph 5o(k). 
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tha production of goods and services but al BO for management skills.   This 

would appear necessary to establish structures capable of absorbing and 

adjusting modern technology.-/    In this connexion, it might be desirable to 

explore new possibilities for training programmes, including for instance 

the involvement of enterprises in the formulation of training courses and 

possibly in their financing.    It should also be kept in mind that the gradual 

integration of women in training programmes may contribute significantly to 

a country's labour force and to the community's involvament in the development 
process.-' 

27«    The various interrelated issues mentioned above, in the areas of teohno- 

logioal co-operation and of technical assistance, could be examined in the 

context of the joint study. 

V.    Problem   of the least developed countries 

2fl.    An issue to be examined is the ways in which the problem of the least 

developed countries can be given special attention in international industrial 

co-operation.    The Lima Declaration, an well ar resolution V>6? (S-VIl) adopted 

by the General Assembly at itn peven+h rpecial sonsion,  urge that special 

measures be undertaken by othor countries and international orpjaniKationn to 

asBist least dt'olopod countries—'' 

7).    The record of rrowth ovni- the last one and a half decades shows a relative 

worsening of ï,he  position of theno countries.    During thin period,  the average 

annual rato of /rrowth of per capila real  income of countries with per capita 

income leveln below S?00 wap hardly 1.^ per cent,  on against a rate of around 

1.5 por cent for cthor rtcvi lopinfí countries.»     Thir. nlow growth was associated 

not only with low income level s but also with scant overall resource transfers 

from outside although the official development assistance proper tended to 

1/     Lima Declaration and Plan of Action,  paragraphs   J,1, 54 and "55 

7j     Lima Declaration and Plan cf Action, paragraph 30. 

y     Resolution 1}61  (S-VII), Section I, paragraph 11 and Section II, 
paragraphs 12 and \\\   Lima Declaration and Plan of Action, paragraph 62. 

4/     Committee for Development Planning, Report on the Twelfth Session. 
29 Maroh - 7 April 1976.  * u 
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increase relatively for these countries.    These countries have, in general, 

aleo been especial'y vulnerable to declines ir export prices and increases in 

import prices. 

Ì0.    While a situation such an this persisting in the least developed countries 

calls for an intensification of the national efforts -themselves for develop- 

ment,  such as an adequate mobilization of domestic resources, it also warrants 

a more than ever concerted and effective attention from the international 

community.    Consideration ma." ho ¿riven to what can be done by the developed 

countries proper as well an by tho more developed of the developing countries 

that can alno provide effective assistance to alleviate the special difficulties 

faced by leant developed countrien. 

31.    Formulation of a definite action plan to ar.sist the least developed 

countries may be considered.    It would seem that special aid and assistance, 

including balance of payments support  and debt service relief, would be 

inntrumcnt.il in providing t'-ic means cf improving infrastructure,  especially 

transport,   of exploring and  exploiting natural resources,   of facilitating 

regional   arrangementi, vrith a view to enlardar.,"; the size of markets and promoting 

the setting up of .joint  enterpriser!,   and of increasing agricultural production. 

Tf such programmes are pursued actively,   it would seem that the special  problems 

faced by least developed countries coulc" be progressively solved. 

VI.    Scope for consultations and negotiations on interrelated issues 

"?.    In the light of the issues discussed above regarding the global economic 

interdependence among nations,  the role of industrialization in the overall 

development oroeess of developing countries,  the need for restructuring world 

industry,  the need for doner co-operation among developing countries,  the 

involvement of Governments as well as enterprises and labour in industrial 

co-operation,  the durable importance of the participation of foreign enter- 

prises in financing industrialization in developing countries as well as in 

the nrocess of transfer of technology and possibly technical assistance,  all 

elements which can benefit foreign enterprises operating in developing 

countries,   it is clear that consultations on a broad front of interrelated 

issues could be instrumental in developing an appropriate climate of co-operation 

conducive to broad and mutually advantageous consultations and as appropriate 
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negotiations between developed and developing countries in the field of 

industrialization,  an envisaged in the uima Declaration and Plan of Actio J/ 
as well as in Resolution "H62 (3-VÍT) of the Cenerai Assembly JLV 

Vi.    On the one hand, the Lima Declaration provides "that developing countries 

should use effective meanB of strengthening their bargaining power individually 

and collectively to obtain favourable terms for the acquisition of technology, 

expertise,  licences and equipment,  fair and remunerative prices for their 

primary commodities and improve and substantially liberalised access to the 

developed countries for their manufacturen."    On the other hand, it might be 

useful to study tho ponsibilitieR of devising appropriate mechanisms    permitting 

foreign enterprises to participate an fully as desiraMc in the industrialisation 

process of developing countries.    Tt would nocm that ouch mechanisms might be 

related, inter alia,  to the >mcrytionR of* investment guarantees as well as 

arbitration and conciliation procedures. 

34.    It might be useful,   in the framework of the  joint  ntudy requested by tho 

General Assembly,   to exploro the r>03sibilitios of oxtondirf; the scope of 

Industrial co-operation betv/oen devoloninc and developed countries through 

systematic consultations and eventually negotiations on such interrelated 

issuec.    UNIDO, on its part,  is preparing itself,  an requested by the Lima 

Declaration and Plan of Action,  not only to conduct continuous consultations 

at the global, regional,  interregional and sectoral levóle, but also "to serve 

as a forum for negotiations of agreement* in the field of industry between 

developed and developing countrien and among developing countries themselves 

at the request of the countries concerned."^ 

M).    Governments may wish to examine further, through the joint study,  the 

role which could be played by UNTDO in thiB field,  in co-operation with other 

organisations of the Unii ed Nations family,  and the corresponding institutional 

arrangements which would be appropriate,  taking account of the action already 

undertaken with a view to converting UNIDO into a specialized agency.    A closa 

co-operation between UNIDO and UNCTAD, including as appropriate joint activities 

\J     Lima Declaration and Plan of Action,  paragraphs 61(d) and 66. 

2j     Resolution  i}62 (S-VII), chapter IV,  paragraphs } and 4. 

y     The Industrial Development Board of UNIDO, while continuing to examine the 
question of a system of consultations at the global, regional and sectoral 
levels, has already requested the Executive Director to start preparations 
for sectoral consultations.    Such consultations will take place in 1976 for 
the iron and steel industry and the fertiliser industry. 

¿/     Lima Declaration and Plan of Action,  paragraph 66. 
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ana studies, would seem particularly relevant.    Moreover,  the  joint study, 

if finished sufficiently in advance, would constitute an important element 

in the preparation of the Third General Conference of UNIDO which may be 

convened in 1979 as envisaged at tima.-^ 

Conclusions 

36.    Among the main topics which could be examined in the joint  study, the 

following ones,   outlined in the foregoing analysis, would seem to he particu- 

larly relevant: 

(i)    Considering the possible ways of mutually beneficial  co-operation 
in resolving the complex problems raised by industrial 
restructuring (section II). 

(ii)    Considering possible arrangements for diversified financial 
co-operation,   facilitating the participation of foreign 
enterprises in the procers of industrialisation,   including 
inter-Governmental arrangementr which might üorve as a 
framework fcr co-operation between enterprises (section III). 

(iii)    Discussing the ponnihilitios opened to new wayc cf co-operation, 
both in the area cf technolo/^y and in tlu. area of technical 
assistance programmas Section IV). 

(iv)    ï'Jnvisatfinf: the rpecial measures which could be taken at the 
international level in favour of leant developed countries in 
connexion with their industrial  development (nection V). 

(v)    Considering the scope for multilateral consultation» and 
eventually negotiations on interrelated issues raised by the 
complex problems of industrial development. 

(vi)    Examining the role which could be played by UNIDO,   in 
co-operation with other organisations of the United Nations 
family, especially UNCTAD, in promoting co-operation in the 
field of industrialization (section VI). 

•7.   It may be expected that the conclusions reached by Governments during their 

consideration of the main issues included in the joint study,  complemented by 

technical studies which could be undertaken by the specialized "bodies of the 

United Nations or commissioned to independent experts, would also lead, as envisaged 

in resolution  336? (S-VII) of the General Assembly, to the definition of a set 

of general guidelines for bilateral industrial co-operation which would take 

account of the special and changing remiiromentn of Buch co-operation. 

1/     Lima Declaration and Pl?.n of Action,   paragraph 10. 






